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The Canal Basin, looking south-east, part of our Southern Gateway area

The Chichester Society is 35
Our Society was founded in 1973 and as we
mark our 35th anniversary we are aware
that, while the specific challenges are different today, all those who love our city
still need a coherent, well-informed voice
to influence the shape of the inevitable
changes facing us.

A growing population, our increasing use
of transport and entrepreneurs’ desire to
provide new goods and services, all present
The Newsletter:
massive challenges. Some we have resisted
successfully, like a regional nightclub near
Published by
Chichester Gate. Some, if we accept we
The Chichester Society
have to have more homes, deserve support,
Highgate House,
like the proposed Graylingwell developWest Broyle Drive,
ment, fully described in this issue. Some
Chichester PO19 3PP
are opportunities, like the possible resiting
T 01243 538585
of the bus garage, bus station and Royal
E chisoc@hotmail.com
Mail delivery depot away from the Southern Gateway/ Canal Basin area which we
Printed on Nine Lives also discuss in this issue. Some represent
desirable evolutionary change, like the
recycled paper
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plans for a refurbished and expanded New
Park Centre. Some represent opportunities
for improvement like West Street.
While discussing future plans, we also see
our role as including the recognition of our
heritage, hence the article recalling a great
bishop of Chichester, Bishop Bell, and a
shorter piece reminding us of our Druid
statue.
While we are a non-political charity, we
give voice to our columnist, Cicestrian, as
he rails against central government interference in local planning decisions that should
be made locally.
Your Society will continue to campaign to
keep ours a beautiful city and in the words
of our Objects: “to preserve, protect and
improve the features of historic or public
interest, and the environment, and to promote high standards of planning and architecture in the City and its environs.”
Registered with the Civic Trust

Development of our Southern Gateway
We described in the March 2008
newsletter the CDC’s Development Brief for North East Chichester. There is also one for the Southern Gateway: the area on either
side of the A286 from the A27 to
Southgate and extending to the
Canal basin and the bus garage
beyond.
The phrase “Southern Gateway”
sounds a bit grand. As one leaves
the A27 to head north up the A286
there is the derelict former Girls’
High School site on the left, intended for housing but no sign of
Two views of the approved development of the Osborne’s site
activity yet. To the right there are
two side streets, King’s Avenue
and South Bank. These roads are
threatened by the lack of parking
space at Chichester Gate and by
over-development, for example the
application to replace two bungalows in King’s Avenue overlooking the canal with 14 dwellings
(fortunately turned down by the
CDC). Next on the left is the
Chichester Gate complex, undoubtedly meeting leisure needs
but sadly ugly and badly finished.
Next on the right are a series of
soon as possible. There is a need to
apartment blocks like Byron Court. Four Remaining Sites
retain safe pedestrian and cycle
With so many sites now fully acThen we are at Osborne’s offices
access to Waitrose, the College
which are being replaced by a resi- counted for, there are not many left and beyond. We are also conopen for development proposals.
dential development overlooking
cerned about safe pedestrian access
However there are four important
both canal and canal basin. We
to and from the proposed bus stabroadly approved the plans but did sites that require their future uses
tion, both from the railway station
have detailed concerns. These new to be defined:and from the north. There does not
homes will (eventually, although
• The railway station’s northern appear to be any proposal for footnow on hold with the housing criforecourt
bridge access, zebra crossings or
sis) join those recently built at the • The bus garage
traffic-light controlled pedestrian
east end of the basin which are
access. Pedestrians apparently will
• The present bus station
quite attractive (see our front page • The Royal Mail delivery depot. have to make their way unprophoto).
tected past manoeuvring buses.
The
Bus/Rail
Interchange
Wiley’s have relatively attractive
We are concerned that the prooffices on the left and there is an- We support the CDC Brief’s pro- posed bus station design shows
other apartment block to the right, posed establishment of a unified
only 6 bus bays. Apparently the
Brampton Court, running right up bus/rail interchange in the station’s layout has been tested out at the
northern forecourt and hope the car old Tangmere airfield but on the
to the level crossing gates.
access from the Waitrose end and
the new bus stands can proceed as
(Continued on page 3)
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basis of present routes and service
frequency. There seems to be no
margin for more services and/or
increased frequencies, required if
bus services are to be improved
and a growing city population to be
catered for. There is nowhere for
buses to layover (as there is at present).

Existing Bus Station, Bus
Garage and Royal Mail
Depot
We agree with a mix of uses for the
Bus Station site (retail ground floor
and offices or residential above).
We also agree that housing plus a
hostel are suitable uses for the Bus
Depot site. However, Stagecoach
now has a long lease at a peppercorn rent and a deal satisfactory to
the company could be expensive.
We agree with the proposed improvement of Basin Road running
north-south to the Canal basin with
tree planting. We agree a mix of
restaurants, cafes and bars would
be right for the ground floor frontage of the Royal Mail Delivery Depot Site onto the Basin with housing above. What appears to be
omitted is a requirement to move
Basin Road’s east-west route
northwards behind the new development to allow a piazza, trafficfree feel to the frontage onto the
basin. We hope this development
can go ahead but the Royal Mail
will have to be accommodated
elsewhere and the old gasworks
site cleaned up; both will be expensive. Any development should be
only up to three-storey with some
fourth storey elements set back to
reduce the apparent height .

Not likely to be missed: the existing bus station (above)
and bus garage (below)

cause trains are more frequent and
traffic into and out of Chichester
increases every year. This need is
quite separate from the improvements required as ancillaries to the
A27 by-pass junction improvements.

These ancillaries should include
improved access to and from the
Manhood (especially to the east
A Tunnel or Bridge?
and from Selsey to the A286 to
We welcome exploration of the
reach the Tesco roundabout), the
feasibility of a tunnel or bridge to Stockbridge Relief Road and the
replace the Stockbridge Road level three proposed Park and Ride sercrossing. The need for a more effi- vices (from Portfield, the Bognor
cient rail crossing – first suggested side of Bognor Road junction and
in the 1940s – is more urgent benear the Fishbourne junction).
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We would much prefer to have
both sets of developments rather
than a conflict.

High Quality Essential but
Realisable?
We note the commitment to high
quality buildings with a high standard of design, but, after the Chichester Gate experience, we are concerned whether CDC has the resources to follow through and enforce these principles to building
completion.

Tony Dignum
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The New Park Centre Development Project
Background
The main building occupied by the New
Park Centre was completed in 1888 as a
Church of England school. It is a typical
building of the period constructed of dark
red brick with high windows and a
steeply-pitched, tile-hung roof. It replaced a former school on the site dating
from 1812 and was part of a significant
number of changes outside the eastern
walls of the City (including the creation
of the Jubilee Gardens to the north) which
commemorate fifty years of Queen Victoria’s reign. The Central Junior Boys’
School finally shut in the early seventies. The building was then used on a
temporary basis by Bishop Otter College.
In 1974, after a public campaign to prevent its demolition (including vocal support from the newly formed Chichester
Society), the New Park Community Association leased the old school from
Chichester District Council (the siteowners) to provide the home for six local
groups.
The other building on the site was constructed after World War II. It is a very
basic, single-storey structure built of
common London bricks and has a corrugated roof. Originally a canteen facility, it
had a variety of uses after the school
closed including WRVS Kitchen/ CDC
Social Club/ CDC Store before being
leased to New Park in 1991 to allow the
Association to expand its community
facilities.
Current Usage
Today the Centre is used by over 60 local
groups, including the much loved Chichester Cinema at New Park. On average
over 2,250 people use the Centre each
week. The New Park Community and
Arts Association Board wishes to improve and upgrade the facilities to meet
the needs of existing groups and provide
additional, affordable, flexible space to
enable the range of community facilities
to be expanded. Another new initiative
will be the provision of a Community
Information Hub where individuals and
local organisations will be able to obtain
information on a wide range of community matters and book community facilities in the City.

the demolition of the dilapidated singlebrick building known as the Hall Next
Door & Jazz Hall and its replacement
with a purpose-built single-storey facility
linked to the existing Victorian building.
This new structure will provide replacement Community Rooms, a new Martial
Arts and Fitness Facility, a new Main
Entrance/Reception, a Café/Bar and associated WC's and offices. The existing
Victorian building will be converted and
renovated to upgrade the existing auditorium and to provide a second screen for
the Cinema, new Community Rooms, and
improved Theatre Dressing Rooms. The
whole Centre will be upgraded to comply
with all current statutory legislation and
to update existing electrical and mechanical systems.

New Park Centre: the entrance
familiar to thousands
the Centre with an average attendance of
some 3,000 people per week.
The Board approved the Design Brief for
the site after an extensive local consultation exercise. The scheme, designed by
the Association’s appointed architect
David Boyd of LCE Architects, proposes

The architect is well aware of the prominence of the New Park site and the need
for any new development to complement
the changing urban landscape to the south
and the parkland to the north. A key design principle from the outset has been to
limit the impact of the development.
Great care has been taken to respect existing neighbours.
The design has been developed through
negotiation and discussion with the Local
Planning Authority to preserve and
(continued on page 5)

City Walls

Bastion House (existing
residential block)

The Proposals
The Board has recently submitted a Planning Application for the development of
the New Park Centre. Once complete it is
estimated that over 100 groups will use

Roof Plan of the Site showing new build in green and dark grey shading
Registered Charity No. 268055
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Above: The Proposed Design Viewed from New Park Road

Below: Viewed From Jubilee Park

Bastion House (existing residential block)

Above: The Proposed Design Viewed from the South (from existing but to be reduced car park)
(Continued from page 4)

enhance the character and appearance of
the area and to contain a number of gables
which will break up the proposed singlestorey development into a number of units
with separate identities. Every effort has
been made to respect the scale and context of the surrounding buildings, using
appropriate and sympathetic materials in
its construction and ensuring the retention
and protection, where possible, of the
existing trees and the landscape.
Car Parking
One major problem and a source of considerable concern is the loss of parking
space both on-site and in the adjacent
public car park when the Seaward Development commences later this year. The
New Park Travel Plan produced by the
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Redwood Partnership (Highway & Transport Consultants) which accompanies the
planning application seeks to address
some of the key problems and suggests a
number of new initiatives which will be
actively pursued to ensure that these parking issues can be successfully overcome.
Fund Raising
Once planning consent has been obtained,
the focus of the project will switch to
capital fundraising. The District Council
has confirmed that it will make nearly £1
million available to assist the development of the scheme. However this represents only about a quarter of the actual
development costs. Applications are already being made to major grantawarding bodies in an effort to raise the
necessary finance to allow the project to

www.chichestersociety.org.uk

be constructed.
Dependent on the success of the fundraising campaign it is hoped that construction
work can commence next year (and certainly no later than 2010) and be completed by 2011-12.
All relevant documentation may be inspected on the New Park Website –
www.newparkcentre.org.uk
For further information: contact
NPCAA Project Coordinator - Rod
Fennell - Tel:01243 771390 E-mail:
rod.fennell@virgin.net or Vice ChairmanBill Jutton Tel: 01243 583988 E-mail:
bjutton.newpark@btconnect.com

Registered with the Civic Trust
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Beyond Paradise
Where the Cathedral Close meets West Street
West Street should provide one of the
finest settings for Chichester Cathedral.
The north front of the Cathedral, the
Bell Tower, the Cross and the range of
buildings that line the street on the north
enclose an open space that is 130 metres
long and up to 50 metres wide.

Background
From the 13th Century, the Cathedral
Close – originally known as ‘Paradise’
although this name now only refers to
the lawn within the cloisters – was separated from the city by a row of houses
along West Street. These were cleared
in the mid 19th Century and railings
were provided along the Close Wall that
marks the edge of the lawn. However
the property owned by the Dean and
Chapter extends as far as the carriageway in West Street with the pavement
and gardens leased to West Sussex
County Council. By the beginning of
the 20th Century, the present line of
nine lime trees (Tilia europa) had been
established outside the railings. These
railings were removed in the 1930s to
give the open aspect that can be seen
today.
The Present Situation
The lime trees have since grown towards maturity so that, when they are in
leaf, very little of the Cathedral can be
seen from West Street and vice versa.
The visual effect of the open space is
effectively reduced for much of the
year.
The strip of land between the carriageway and the Close Wall is unnecessarily
divided with arbitrary changes of level.
The pavement is narrow and often
crowded and the grassed and planted
beds, surrounded by low kerbs, are too
small to be visually attractive. The carriageway itself further disrupts the
space.
The Cathedral and civic authorities have
been critical of the present situation and
the purpose of this article is to engage
readers in debate about the future of this
space. Some may consider that no
change is needed but a number of possible changes have been suggested and
these are described below.

Option 1 - a potential urban space in the heart of Chichester (Author)

This sketch shows Option 2 with other changes from near the Cross (Author)

ily on the future of the nine lime trees.
Although the trees are fine specimens
and examples elsewhere have lived to a
great age, they require careful pruning
and they sprout from the bole – just
above pavement level – with unsightly
growths on the trunk. They may not
now be appropriate for this location and
Possible Changes
The nature of the space depends primar- their removal would open all year round
views to and from the Cathedral.
Registered Charity No. 268055

Option 1 is to remove the trees and the
planted beds and their kerbs so that the
ground could be regraded to provide a
continuous paved surface from the
Close Wall to the carriageway. The paving could match that around the Bell
Tower.
Option 2 is to retain the trees – with
(Continued on page 7)
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the crowns regularly and carefully
thinned to open the views. The planted
beds could still be removed and the
paving regraded although care will be
required to avoid damage to the tree
roots. The kerbs around the trees could
be replaced with cast-iron tree grids
flush with the paving.
There are other changes that could be
made with either option: (i)
The cycle racks and seating
along the pavement are popular but this
location would merit more handsome
designs. Seats could face the Cathedral
except near the bus stops and shelters.
Cycle racks could be relocated adjacent
to buildings so that they are less obtrusive. Other street furniture should be
kept to a minimum but there is a need
for well-designed waste and recycling
bins.

to the heart of the city. It could be repaved in sympathetic materials to
enhance the overall appearance. Exclusion of all traffic would also be possible but the present bus stops are very
convenient for passengers. Any alternative would be considerably less convenient.

Have Your Say on the Way Ahead
The Chichester Society cannot itself
achieve improvements but it can put
your views to the authorities. Please tell
us what you think about the changes
discussed in this article or put forward
your own suggestions. You can write to
the Hon. Secretary at 11 North Walls,

Chichester PO19 1DA or send your
views to chisoc@hotmail.com .
Our aim is a unified scheme involving
the Dean and Chapter and the City, District and County Councils and representative organisations. An agreed scheme
could not all be funded at once but it
could ensure that everything done in the
area contributes to the agreed objective.
In this way, Chichester could create a
magnificent urban space, which it is
only possible to imagine at present.

John Pavitt
With thanks for assistance given by Colin
Kerr, Surveyor to the Fabric, David
Mowlam, and the Cathedral Communar.

(ii)
Railings could be provided
along the north Close Wall as shown in
the old photograph. Although the Dean
& Chapter welcome the open treatment
of the Close they acknowledge problems of misuse and litter.

(iii) Within the Close, the lawn was
regraded in the 1970s, probably as part
of the very successful scheme to make
the west front more accessible. To the
north of the Cathedral this resulted in a
steep bank below the Close Wall. It
may be possible to regrade the lawn
to provide a gentler slope.
(iv) The main purpose of the carriageway in West Street is to allow
buses and a few delivery vehicles to get
(Above Right) The railings
along West Street shortly
after the Cathedral Spire
fell in 1861. (PH 118 courtesy of West Sussex Record
Office)

(Left) The Cathedral from
the Cross in winter (Photo
by David Wilson )

(Right) In summer the
Cathedral cannot be seen
from the Cross (Photo by
David Wilson ).
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Graylingwell Planning Weekend
14-18 March 2008
The Graylingwell Planning Weekend
was the first stage in a community
consultation to learn the views of the
people of Chichester regarding the
development of the redundant Graylingwell Hospital Site.

A Genuine Consultation
Well over 200 people attended each
of the two consultation sessions,
which included enthusiastic wholeaudience participation in the broader
issues and smaller hands-on planning
groups on particular topics, such as
community facilities, transport, energy and landscape. There were also
groups for children and those with a
special interest in the arts and history.
There was a general view among participants that this was a “genuine consultation”. The consultants arrived
with wide experience from other
places and a broad brief from their
clients but without pre-determined
proposals for this site.

The writer and another of our committee members, John Templeton, are seen
at second and third right in one of the discussions .

ment and to involve the people of
Chichester in the plan. At this stage
the district council has to stand back
The consultants went away to their
from the process, as it will have to
hotel in Chichester to work intenjudge the planning applications that
sively for three days and came back to will come forward for its considerareport to a full house on their propos- tion.
als. These were expressed in an
JTP has considerable experience in
‘Indicative Master Plan’ that can
regeneration projects and in planning
be seen on pages 10 and 11 here and new communities. Their team was
on a new website
clearly experienced in encouraging
www.graylingwellchichester.com .
the public to contribute fully to their
The Chichester Society has recognised that it should be involved in the
largest new development in Chichester for many years. Five of its Committee members attended one or more
of the sessions

work.

Issues and Concerns

Local arts groups from the city and
university wanted to see a new cultural hub – christened ‘The Well’ - at
Graylingwell. There was discussion
The Organisations Involved about the use of the Hospital Hall as a
English Partnerships, the national re- large performance space and about
generation agency responsible for the possible uses for the Water Tower.
There were concerns about the feasiregeneration of the larger redundant
bility of using either building. There
NHS sites, had specified ‘net zero
was
also a potential conflict between
carbon’ or low energy homes. It had
uses that would draw large numbers
chosen Linden Homes as the developer for 60% of the homes to be built of people and cars from outside
at Graylingwell for the private market Chichester into a quiet residential environment.
and Downland Housing Association
The consultation showed that the aufor the 40% of affordable homes.
dience had a range of issues and priThese organisations had chosen a
team led by John Thompson and Part- orities for the team. These included: ners (JTP) to plan the whole developRegistered Charity No. 268055

• New buildings to use sustainable
materials and to use little energy from
public supplies.
• The layout to make the best use of
sunlight.
• The best of the hospital ward
blocks to be converted into apartments or workplaces so as to use as
little energy as possible.
• Sites to be reserved for a primary
school, a medical centre, a pub and
local shopping.
• The hospital chapel to provide for
community needs, including faith
groups.
• Graylingwell Farmhouse and
Well to be restored.
• The existing farm buildings to be
used for small-scale craft and business uses.
• Through traffic from outside the
city to be prevented from ‘shortcutting’ through the site
• A good network of footpaths and
cycle paths to the city centre, schools,
parks and to Summersdale and the
Lavant Valley.
• The need to encourage provision
of a good local bus service to key
points in the city including the train
and bus stations.
(Continued on page 9)
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• The scope for car sharing and a
‘car club’.
• Priority for walking, cycling and
bus travel over cars for local journeys,
given that there cannot be unfettered
car access to the centre.
• The development to be set in a
network of green spaces to take advantage of the existing park, the landscape setting of the former hospital
and the rural landscape of the Lavant
Valley
• The development to retain as
many as possible of the existing major
trees and to re-establish the former
pear orchard.
There was general support for the integration of the 780-home development into the city, rather than the
creation of a free-standing community.
During the consultation, groups visited the former hospital chapel which
is a substantial gothic revival building
with nave, two aisles and chancel.
The interior is rather dark but day
lighting could be improved. It could
also be sympathetically sub-divided
for modern community activities.

Graylingwell Community
Forum
The consultants have suggested that
there should be a Graylingwell Community Forum to take this public consultation forward. Following a first
meeting on 7th May, the next meeting
is set for 11th June from 6.30 to 8.30
pm in the Assembly Rooms. The
Chichester Society is taking an active
part in the Community Forum.

North East Chichester
Development Brief
The community consultation was run
in parallel with the public consultation period for the District Council’s
draft ‘North East Chichester Development Brief’ that is intended to provide
a framework for development in a
larger area. Graylingwell Hospital and
Roussillon Barracks are the largest
development sites in this North East
area.

John Pavitt
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KEY
1. Restaurant/ Brasserie/Bar (former
Milton café) overlooking Havenstoke
Park with views south-west towards
Chichester
2. Existing chapel converted for use as
multi- use community space for local
organisations, youth clubs, crèche, day
care facilities, meeting rooms and creative industry training
3. Water tower; a beacon for GraylingRegistered Charity No. 268055

4.

well with potential uses (subject to further detailed investigation) could include a dark space for a new media lab,
radio station, recording studio, rehearsal 5.
spaces, lighting project, climbing wall
and combined heat and power plant,
offices for Community Development
Trust and home delivery drop-off.
6.
Existing farm buildings retained and
converted to studio space for artists,
makers and designers, incubator units, 7.

exhibition facility and gallery space,
café and outdoor events space for performance or cinema.
Graylingwell farm house converted
into creative office space or innovation
centre with an adjacent new build office
building.
Existing Buildings
Administration building retained with
residential uses
Existing theatre removed to create a

THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY NEWSLETTER
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Graylingwell Master
Plan: Draft produced after March
2008 Community Consultation
19. Lawn framing the Superintendents House
20. Sustainable urban drainage route running
west to east towards River Lavant
21. The ‘Avenue’ existing tree boulevard reinstated linking the school to the farm yard
buildings
22. Existing roundabout removed and new
square created denoting arrival from eastern link road with bus-stop and visitor
parking
23. Dew ponds for surface water attenuation
within the meadow
24. New allotments with orchards, incorporating local varieties of apples to encourage
bio-diversity
25. Existing woodland
26. Children’s play areas
27. Trim trail
Residential Clusters
28. Eastern edge creating transitional edge to
open countryside and views from Trundle
Hill
29. Houses and apartments within Inner Core
30. Courtyard apartments set within landscape
31. Lower density rural edge for larger family
dwellings
32. Orchard Row Houses facing south for
maximum orientation
3.
34.

35.
36.
new pedestrian route from The Well to
the University and St Richards Hospital.
8. Ward buildings retained and converted
to residential uses with existing corridors, and infill structures removed
9. Stockmans Cottage retained and refurbished
10. North lodge retained for residential uses
Mixed Uses
11. Site for primary school
12. Convenience store and local shops.
ISSUE NUMBER 157 ~ JUNE 2008

13. Care home
Public Realm and Open Space
14. Havenstoke Park retained and enhanced with opportunity for festivals
and open air events,
15. Chapel Green retained and enhanced
16. New space creating setting for Graylingwell farm house
17. Existing well refurbished
18. Existing airing courts enhanced with
reinstated fountains
www.chichestersociety.org.uk

37.
38.

39.
40.
41.

Movement and Transport
Bus route through Graylingwell potentially
linking to the city centre and Sainsbury
Pedestrian and cycle route linking to Centurion Way and Brandy Hole copse
through Roussillion Barracks
Pedestrian and cycle route linking to River
Lavant and Goodwood
Pedestrian and cycle route linking to Summersdale
Pedestrian and cycle route linking to
Swanfield
Pedestrian and cycle route connecting
Graylingwell to University, St Richards
Hospital and City Centre
Limited vehicular access from Summersdale Road
Primary vehicular access from eastern link
road
Cycle and car club

Registered with the Civic Trust
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GEORGE BELL, Bishop of Chichester 1929-1958:
A Bishop for the Diocese, the Country and the World
This year 2008 sees the fiftieth anniversary
of the death of George Bell, Bishop of
Chichester for nearly thirty years. He is a
bishop to be proud of in the city and Diocese
of Chichester (East and West Sussex and the
City of Brighton and Hove), and is remembered for his courageous stand in wartime
and his work for Christian unity, here in Britain and round the world. In this anniversary
year we celebrate what he did and what he
stood for, and reflect on what we can carry
forward of his legacy in his city and Diocese
today.
George Bell was born in 1883, and lived
from Victoria’s reign to our present Queen’s.
In the first he learned a passionate desire for
Christian justice, in the world and in national
and local society; by the second he had
found opportunities to put principles into
practice and pass them on to a new generation. So his activity reflects the concerns of
his time, especially in six areas: Christian
unity, justice in war, the arts, social justice,
in the diocese and a new vision for the
Church.

Christian Unity
Experience of two world wars sharpened
Bell’s lifelong concern for the unity of Christians. He was convinced that if only Christians throughout the world could unite across

A line-drawing of Bishop Bell by David Goodman;
by kind permission of the artist and the Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral.

denominations they could defeat evil and bring peace to the world according to God’s will. His work began with international gatherings in
the 1920s, and bore fruit in 1948 when he was one of the founders of the
World Council of Churches; but he hoped for practical local Christian
co-operation among ordinary churchgoers. He invited Christians of all
traditions to form the Sussex Council of Churches, and one young member of that original Council who still recalls it went on to a lifetime of
work for unity; and Bell’s vision survives in thousands of Churches Together groups in Britain today.

Justice in War
The friendships Bell made with German Christian leaders including
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, and his conviction of a ‘better Germany’ hidden
beneath the Nazi régime, made him determined that war must be fought
with decency and justice. In 1944 he spoke with passion to the House of
Lords against the indiscriminate bombing of German cities; many admired his stand, though others regretted his outspoken criticism in wartime. He also worked, often unseen, to support refugees from Germany,
especially Jews.
Bishop Bell and a young friend in 1955
Photograph by kind permission of Dr Selma
Huxley Barkha
Registered Charity No. 268055
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The Arts
Bell’s interest in the arts and his commitment to the Church in society led
him to encourage all artists to bring
their God-given talents to churches
for the benefit of all. He commissioned Hans Feibusch’s murals in the
Cathedral, and many other works
across the Diocese, started the Radius
group for religious drama – and most
famously commissioned T. S. Eliot’s
Murder in the Cathedral, for Canterbury.

Social justice
Society in Britain was transformed in
Bell’s lifetime, especially through the
Welfare State. Social justice was a
lifelong concern for Bell, and he was
engaged in planning before the war,
and implementation afterwards.

In the Diocese
We can be proud of Bell’s work in
Chichester, which reflects all these
interests. Besides his work for unity
and for refugees, he supported poor
people on fair rents and fair wages,
encouraged Trades Unions, and in the
1930s arranged for volunteers to work
in deprived areas of the north. He was
especially active in education, and
after the war supported Bishop Otter
College, under Miss Murray, and the
Theological College to become major
players in their own fields. He encouraged individual Christians to learn
more of their faith, and many recall
how his work transformed their understanding of Christianity in their
working lives as well as in church.
Most impressive are the memories of
Bell from those who remember his
warmth as Bishop, patron and friend;
many who were confirmed by him tell
of the Christian foundation he laid for
their later lives. Others remember him
from contacts with their parents, and
recall his tendency to stop for a chat
in the midst of more formal exchanges. Others were family friends
of Bell and his wife Hetty, who is remembered with equal affection, and
cherish photographs of shared family
events. Clergy remember his encouragement and support for their own
work and vocations.
ISSUE NUMBER 157 ~ JUNE 2008

Bishop Bell’s memorial in Chichester Cathedral, designed by Mary Gillick
Photograph by Geoffrey Boys, by kind permission of the Dean and Chapter.

Bell’s Vision
George Bell had a vision for Christian
life in all its aspects, and included
everybody in his generous picture of
service and responsibility to others
and shared purpose in faith. His memorial in the Cathedral sums up all
his achievements:

www.chichestersociety.org.uk

George Kennedy Allen Bell
Bishop of Chichester 1929 - 1958
A True Pastor
Poet and Patron of the Arts
Champion of the oppressed
and Tireless Worker for
Christian Unity.

Rachel Moriarty
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A Druid in the Guildhall?
Priory Park Gardens and buildings
are starting to be restored and reformed in schemes promoted by
Chichester District Council. The
Guildhall is under scaffolding for
external repairs, and an additional
door is now in place to enable future public access to an impressive
interior.
The Guildhall was, until not long
ago, the venue for magisterial
Quarter Sessions of Justice. At
one such Quarter Session in 1803
(Chairman, the Duke of Richmond), William Blake was tried
and acquitted of sedition, with
help from his former employer,
William Hayley, who paid for a
barrister at the trial.

William Blake among others. An
Ancient Order of Druids was
founded in 1781 at the King’s
Arms tavern in Poland Street,
Soho. This tavern was close to
Blake’s lodging at 28 Poland
Street in 1790. Even without direct
evidence of Blake’s connection
with this ‘Ancient’ Order, there
are many references in his prophetic books to the presumed Ancient Britons and druids that Blake
wrote and drew as inspiring a
green and pleasant England contrasting with the social misery
around him in London.

Rather than a further mistaken attribution of the Priory Park statue
to Moses or, another suggestion,
to Neptune, let us recognise it as a
In the North West part of the Park
Druid. And since the statue alis a statue on a stone plinth conready shows signs of frost and wataining an inscription recording
was one of many products of the
ter damage, we should reject the
the statue’s history from its erecCoade Stone Manufactory, opened proposal to site the statue in a
tion by the water fountain in South in 1769 in Lambeth by Mrs. Elea- pond. So with the statue’s links to
Street, and later storage under the nor Coade (1709-1796). Her mod- Blake’s ideas, surely the reelling in clay was successfully al- modelled Guildhall would provide
Sailors’ Chapel in the Cathedral.
lied with mass production to meet a home most appropriate to its historical links.
considerable demand from the
This inscription also refers to a
distinguished Chichester surgeon, neo-classical taste in architectural
Mr. William Guy. He was a pupil ornaments.
Brian Owen-Smith and
of the great John Hunter in LonDavid Tregear
don at the start of the 19th century. Among the more prominent examThe inscription also mentions Mr. ples of Coade Stone statuary proGuy’s distinguished grandson, Dr. duced at the Manufactory in LamWilliam Augustus Guy with
beth, is the 13-ton lion (painted
strong local and London connecred) formerly on the roof of the
tions. Neither Doctor has any con- Red Lion Brewery, Lambeth, and,
nection with the founder of Guy’s since 1966, at the southern end of
Matthews Hanton Ltd
Hospital in Southwark, Thomas
Westminster Bridge.
Chartered Certified Accountants &
Guy (1644-1724), who gained his
Registered Auditors
wealth from importing and printIn late 18th century society there
ACCOUNTANCY, AUDITING
ing Bibles for Oxford University. were informal (although later seand TAXATION
BUSINESS PLANS and
cretive) groups, calling themselves
START-UP SCHEMES
There has been some mistaken
Druids (and Freemasons). Apart
A FULL RANGE OF FINANCIAL
speculation that the statue is of
from the convivial, the aims of
and BUSINESS SERVICES
Moses, but research shows it to
these groups were somewhat to
First Half-Hour Consultation Free
have been of a Druid. The work is hark back to the Ancient Britons, a
93 ALDWICK ROAD,
BOGNOR REGIS
in Coade Stone, a remarkable cerenaissance in which historical and
PO21 2NW
ramic variety of fired stone. This
spiritual re-awakening inspired
Telephone (01243) 861521
Registered Charity No. 268055
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Happy Birthday Mr. President!
David Goodman, our President and Founder, was 90 on 13th March this year
Today, it is too easily forgotten
that, had it not been for David
Goodman, the Chichester Society
would never have been created.
In 1973 there was no one else determined enough to challenge the
combined forces of the Chichester
Civic society, the discredited
watchdog of the city, together with
the all-powerful West Sussex
County Council (the Chichester
District Council was not formed
until 1975). It was a formidable
task.

forming a new Society to protect
the city, people flocked to join.
The Chichester Society was born
just 35 years ago.

Joy Crawshaw
one of our two
Vice-Presidents

So who is this David Goodman?
Born in 1918, the son of a London
art dealer, he was ideally suited to
become an artist. The Second
World War, however, interrupted
his career as it did everyone’s at
that time. He served in the RAF as
an aircraft fitter and, while stationed at Tangmere, met and married a local beauty, Pearl Turner.

Pearl had grown up, was largely
razed to the ground while, in the
north-west quadrant, WSCC, in
Later he was sent to Italy to serorder to carry out their town plans
vice allied planes there so it was
were busy destroying buildings.
not until after the war that he was They planned to create a dual carfree to pursue his career as an art- riageway round the City walls and,
ist. This produced a precarious liv- in order to do so, planned to deing, so, to support a growing fam- molish the east side of Orchard
ily of three young daughters, he
Street and Franklin Place.
supplemented his income by teachWhen the public realised this,
ing adults at the local art school.
there was an outcry and an official
Inquiry was held. It was at this enPearl and David moved to One
Franklin Place to make a home for quiry that David Goodman stood
up and protested so strongly that
their family to grow up in. They
watched in disbelief, as did a great his name figured largely in the Observer’s account.
many other citizens who loved
their city, its gradual destruction at
Suddenly, the growing disquiet
the hands of the local authorities
and, indeed, anger, had found a
who did far more damage than
voice, someone prepared to stand
ever Hitler’s bombers had
up to the authorities and say:
achieved.
“enough is enough”.
In the 1950s Somerstown, where
ISSUE NUMBER 157 ~ JUNE 2008

When David Goodman suggested
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Fathers Day Sun 15 June
Toys For The Boys! A chance for dad
(and the rest of the family!) to try some
unusual and challenging countryside
activities. Sample some of the Museum’s
courses in traditional rural trades and
crafts, drive a vintage tractor and work
with the Shire horses.
Early Music Afternoon Sun 6 July
From 2pm – 6pm. Song and dance from
medieval, Tudor and Stuart times in the
wonderful setting of our historic buildings. Come just to listen or join in the
dancing!
Rare Breeds Show Sun 20 July
Four legs, furry legs, feathered legs…
come and get up close to over 500 cattle, sheep, pigs, goats and poultry in this
delightful agricultural show for rare and
traditional breeds of farm animals. One
of the biggest shows of its kind in the
south east, plus craft and trade stands
with a countryside theme. Supported by
the Friends of the Museum
The Art of the Blacksmith Fri 1 – Sun
3 August
The British Artist Blacksmiths Association (BABA) international AGM: meet
over 70 blacksmiths at work on a specially commissioned piece. Have a go
yourself, and enjoy many other fascinating blacksmith-related activities around
the site. The event runs alongside an
exhibition of contemporary blacksmiths’
work supported by BABA, from July 23 –
3 August.
Open 10.30am – 6pm. Adults £8.25;
over 60s £7.25; children £4.40; family
(2+3) £22.65. Children under 5 free.
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Whitehall’s Bureaucrats Don’t Know Best!
Cicestrian says Keep Local Matters Local!
Love them or loathe them, councillors are the key element of local
democracy. We vote them in and
can throw them out if we don't like
what they are doing.
But the cold, controlling hand of
Whitehall ceaselessly interferes in
this ancient democratic process,
probing, manipulating, and frequently issuing orders backed by
the force of law that must be
obeyed.

Interference in Planning
Nowhere is this interference more
evident than in the planning process. Westminster politicians and
civil servants prattle about 'power
for the people', but as far as planning is concerned the ultimate
power effectively rests in the
hands of a phalanx of bureaucrats
and ultimately in those of a remote
Secretary of State, unassailable by
local voters.

will face the prospect of being
overruled by a Government inspector on appeal, with the taxpayers forced to pick up the bill for
the appellants' costs.
This is an intolerable situation
which flies in the face of local
democracy.
Obviously there has to be a role
for the Government over major
strategic issues such as the distribution of housing numbers nationally, but local people, through their
elected representatives, should be
able to decide local matters.

Examples of Unwanted
Interference

I hesitate to identify housing developments allowed on appeal
which in my view should never
A glaring example of unwanted
have been enabled to go ahead,
Whitehall interference is an inbecause these are now people's
spector's decision to allow the
cherished
homes. But there is a
erection of a stainless steel
particularly
glaring example just
screen, designed by a leading
British artist, in front of Pallant outside Chichester visible from
miles around which should cerHouse. Like many people in
tainly never have been inflicted
Chichester, I strongly support the
Here in Chichester, the District
Pallant House Gallery, and its aims on a sensitive countryside landCouncil's planning record is generand objectives. But I don't support scape.
ally pretty sound, with the usual
slapping a modern creation like the The telephone exchange in
caveat about the occasional glaring
Chapel Street was not the result
one proposed in front of what is
exception from time to time.
arguably the finest mansion of its
of an appeal. It was planned in the
Certainly in the city centre, it has
period in the city.
days when Government organisamanaged to maintain firm, fair
tions could more or less do what
controls over shop advertising and Councillors rightly refused planthey wanted, and it was built in the
displays, preventing to a large ex- ning permission, reflecting, I susface of a sustained campaign of
tent the sort of garish horrors to be pect, the view of most locals, but
fierce local opposition, led by a
were overruled when the gallery
seen in many towns and cities up
former Archdeacon of Chichester.
trust appealed.
and down the country.
Despite innumerable objections,
Controls over new development in The inspector has now disappeared and the Church Militant in full
back to an office in Bristol, or
the countryside have also been
voice, the project went ahead, imwherever it is inspectors hang out posing a ghastly edifice on an area
largely well maintained by the
these days, leaving us to live with just yards from the cathedral.
Council.
the consequences of that ruling for
But the spectre of Whitehall interThe Government minister ultiyears to come.
ference hangs over all decisionmately responsible for this disaster
making. Scarcely a planning meet- I was similarly irritated by an inhad probably never set foot in
ing passes by without a warning to spector's decision in recent times
Chichester, and couldn't have
councillors, on the grounds of this to allow what I felt, as did the dis- cared less, just like today's ministrict council, was inappropriate
or that diktat from above, that if
ters who supposedly carry the can
illuminated signage on the fine
they decide to refuse a particular
for inspectors' decisions.
frontage of the Ship Hotel.
development, the district council

(Continued on page 17)
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And so it goes on, with threat after
threat held out against councils if
they don't say 'yes.' A brand-new
example is the proposed new
gravel workings at Lavant, on
which a decision will have to be
made by West Sussex County
Council.
The gravel company Tarmac has
already said it will 'consider an
appeal' if the decision goes against
it. Local opposition is considerable, and continuing to mount.
The bottom line in planning is that
councillors - district and county can be got at by their electors.
They can be written to, lobbied,
harangued in the street - even possibly punched on the nose. And
ultimately they can be ejected from
office when election times come
round.

The ugly, obsolete telephone exchange (above) and beautiful countryside towards Kingley Vale threatened by gravel extraction (below)

A faceless Government inspector
is not answerable to the local electorate, even though making crucial
decisions affecting it.
He or she will not see the result of
what they are inflicting on the city,
and will not have to live with it.
It could be argued that leaving decision-making on local matters to
councillors is unfair on applicants.
But objectors currently have no
right of appeal against council
decisions to allow an application,
so why should applicants be
treated differently?
As far as local planning applications are concerned, the buck
should stop at East Pallant House
or County Hall.
The biggest favour the Government could do communities up and
down the land is to scrap the Planning Inspectorate altogether, and
replace it with a handful of wellqualified inspectors to rule on
schemes with regional or national
importance.
If the Government wants to set
housing targets for local areas, so
ISSUE NUMBER 157 ~ JUNE 2008

be it. But locals should decide how
and where the homes are provided,
and local authorities - on their behalf - should have the right to appeal against quotas seen to be excessive or unreasonable because of
natural local constraints.

right of appeal, which must be
available to both applicants and
objectors should be on a point of
law, the judicial review process,
which allows the courts to consider whether the Council acted
reasonably and within the law.

My objection is to a bureaucrat
second-guessing our local and locally-elected council. The only

Power to the people!

www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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Transport Strategy for Chichester
David Wilson reports on our Open General Meeting held on 1st April
Two, four, six, eight; what is it we love to
hate?
Three, five, seven, nine; level crossings on
the line!

bridge instead of the level crossing was
attractive, it would eat up all the funds
earmarked for the A27, with no other
source of money in sight.

But there were a great many things that
If there was ever a theme which was encould and should be done in the meanthusiastically endorsed by our speakers,
time, either by WSCC or CDC or both.
this was it. But there were many other
interwoven and overlapping themes raised The Chichester Society’s policy was to
recognise the impossibility of free access
by our panel – Tony Dignum for the
Chichester Society, Iain Shepherd for the to the city centre by every car in the
neighbourhood, and so to encourage peChamber of Commerce, Trevor Tupper
destrian access to a thriving commercial
for the Arun Valley Rail Users, and Rob
city centre. More pedestrianisation (a
Patterson for Stagecoach.
great success in many European cities),
short-term parking for residents and visiThe Chichester Society
tors not commuting, a Park and Ride
Tony Dignum kicked off with a view of
scheme, better cycle tracks, restrictions on
the current trends. Nationally over the last heavy lorries and reliable, comfortable
ten years the number of cars alone had
and convenient public transport could all
increased by 26% and total vehicle miles contribute – and measures to encourage
driven had gone up by 15%. Not only was these were within the powers of local auChichester affected in the same way, but
thorities now.
we were also facing the building of another 1,100 homes in Graylingwell and on Business in Chichester
the Barracks site in the next few years. If
Iain Shepherd, the recent past President
nothing were to be done in Chichester,
of the Chamber of Commerce, put the
then by 2025 there would be 30% more
business view of what could make Chichtraffic, speeds would be down by 25%,
ester
tick. Indeed, Chichester was part of
travel time up 60% and delays, including
one
of
the only two regions in Britain
at the level crossings, up by 70%.
which made a ‘profit’ in terms of GovernIt was disappointing that West Sussex CC ment tax and spend.
as the responsible Highways Authority
appeared to feel bound to wait on the De- Business needed first of all a workforce,
and workforces need to get to work. He
partment of Transport. It was deferring
wanted to see car movements cut back by
planning on all major schemes in and
such measures as local affordable housaround the city until the A27
ing, better school transport to obviate the
‘improvement’ had been approved – so
‘school run’ and pro-active measures on
actual implementation will almost cercar sharing. Working from home was not
tainly not be before 2015. Although a

the panacea that some thought, as issues
of computer security were often problematic.
After people came the movement of
goods. Business could help itself here by
better planning of small deliveries and
indeed by looking at the economics of
carrying minimal stock on a ‘Just-inTime’ basis. Some places had experimented with an out-of-town consolidation
point for combining deliveries from several sources. There were also many representatives calling on spec, a nuisance both
to the businessman and traffic congestion.
In all cases, the best practice could be and
often was frustrated by poor management
of the infrastructure. Lengthy road works
and instant road closures created disruption and delay across a wide area, and
contingency plans needed to be better
established.
Customers however needed to be pampered, and he disagreed with the view that
town centres could flourish without car
access. A congestion charge for Chichester was anathema! He pointed out that
members of an elderly population could
often only maintain themselves at home –
as was now Government policy – if they
could drive to their actual destination.
A special feature of Chichester was the
amount of office employment, especially
local Government. He felt that much of
this was unnecessary on sites in the centre; what was needed was a contact point
for the public, but the office work could
then be carried on in a building miles
away using modern communications.

Rail Users
The railway through Chichester was built
on the cheap with agricultural freight in
mind. Passengers were not a major consideration, with only 5 trains a day to
London a hundred years ago. With these
economics it is no wonder that the railway
went for cheap construction and level
crossings.
Trevor Tupper traced the recent progressive rise in passenger trains running
through Chichester, from an hourly service in 1985 to three trains an hour in
1993 and now to an average of 5 trains an
hour in each direction. All this makes
Chichester the fourth busiest station in
Sussex (after Brighton, Haywards Heath
and Gatwick) with 3000 people per day,
perhaps the equivalent of 2000 vehicles.
Enjoying traffic free walking in North Street
Registered Charity No. 268055
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There is currently a stand-off between the
needs of rail users whose numbers are
continuing to rise at 6% per year, and road
users whose numbers are also increasing
rapidly.
In the first instance, pressure needs to be
put on the Department of Transport to
vary the conditions of the franchise. At
the moment, the franchise only allows 4coach trains to be used and this should be
altered to 8-coach. Already there is standing room only on some rush-hour trains,
unpleasant for fare-payers, and calculated
to drive more people out of the train and
into the car.
Secondly, people could help themselves
by not driving their children to schools
close to the railway. Drop or meet the kids
a distance away – or let them take the bus
or train.
Lastly, pressure needs to be put on Network Rail to implement the agreed protocol for operating the crossing barriers.
After one too many close shaves at the
half barriers at Drayton, due to impatient
drivers, there seems no chance of removing the present full barriers. But the rules
allow the Drayton barrier to be opened
and closed independently of those at
Chichester. Once a train leaves Barnham,
the rules say that the Drayton barrier
should close; and once the train passes
Drayton, then the Chichester barrier
should close. However, most of the signallers at Chichester, perhaps fearful of
delaying trains, close all the barriers at
once. This can add 4 minutes to the time
of closure. Needless to say, in a demonstration for County Councillors, the Drayton barrier was closed independently!
With signallers also adding half a minute
or so to eastbound trains (the barriers

The Southern Railway: increasingly
important in meeting our travel needs
ISSUE NUMBER 157 ~ JUNE 2008

Pride of the fleet: latest double-decker en route from Brighton
should not be closed until an eastbound
train has come to a stop in the station), up
to 5 trains can pass before barriers reopen, a delay of some 15 or 20 minutes.

cially for services 51 and 60. There was a
prospect of making these into highfrequency services (like services to the
Witterings) which are popular with the
public as you can count on a bus turning
Stagecoach Bus Services
up shortly, whenever you arrive. The
Graylingwell development would merit
Rob Patterson, the newly appointed
extra buses, but his company would need
manager at Chichester, also recognised
to know more about the planning of the
the disruptive potential of the crossing
barriers. Total closures had been timed at area. Stagecoach would always support
25 minutes in an hour. Besides inconven- Park and Ride, and he was disappointed
that the free Christmas Park and Ride had
ience to passengers, the bus company
not been better used (Did you meet him?
stood to take a loss as more buses then
had to be provided to replace those stuck The tall young man driving one of the
on the wrong side of the gates. He thought buses to see passengers at first hand?).
a bridge could pay for itself in congestion When he came to Chichester, not long
and time savings, especially if this could
ago, he had been surprised to find that
be quantified for all users.
there were no dedicated bus lanes to expeBuses moved more people around Chich- dite public transport (exclusive use of
West Street and South Street being for
ester than was commonly realised, some
passenger convenience, not speed), and
2.85 million journeys in the Chichester
disappointed
in the lack of shelter at city
area per year. This involved a fuel bill of
centre
bus
stops.
£1million, rising all too rapidly! At the
moment about 40% of the journeys were
His current major headache was that the
provided using low floor buses, with obvi- concessionary fares for elderly and disous attractions for the elderly, young
abled were only being recompensed at
families and heavily laden shoppers. He
39p in the pound, owing to central govhoped to be able to provide more buses of ernment underfunding of the scheme in
this type to attract more custom. Howthis area. He had previously worked in
ever, modern buses are expensive – some Lancaster, where the funding allowed the
£2.6million had been spent on new buses local council to reimburse Stagecoach at
for service 700, awarded a bus industry
70p in the pound. His opposite number in
prize for the best marketed route in BritWorthing had already taken off some serain.
vices which were making a loss because
of this.
Bognor’s buses had been upgraded in
2007, and Chichester’s turn is next, espe-
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The Chichester Ship Canal
Take a Boat Trip on the unique Chichester Ship Canal as Immortalized by Turner’s famous painting.
Just five minutes from Chichester Station at the Canal
basin. There are two trip boats, the 40 seater Richmond
and the 12 seater Egremont with disabled access. A shop
serving refreshments. Fishing or paddle your own canoe.
Tel 01243 771363 for information.

Books,

Volunteers for the Trust are also welcome to help
with many tasks on the boats, canal restoration
or in the shop. Tel 01243 576701.
For further information please go to our website www.chichestercanal.org.uk

The Chichester Society has since its foundation been affiliated to the Civic Trust,
the umbrella body for over 800 amenity societies throughout the country. The
Civic Trust now provides regular Policy Updates on planning and environmental
issues and on campaigns organised by the Trust. Any member of the Chichester
Society who would like to receive them, at no cost, is invited to send their email
address to Helen Mummery at the Civic Trust, hmummery@civictrust.org.uk

Chisoc Annual
General Meeting
Wednesday, 15th October
at 7 30pm at
the Assembly Room
Guest Speaker:
David Rudkin
Recently retired Director of
Fishbourne Roman Palace
Registered Charity No. 268055

Letter to the Editor:
Many congratulations on your
coloured Newsletter No 156. It is a
model of its kind. The photograph on
the front is exceptionally good and the
articles inside are very interesting,
brief, well written, well illustrated and
relevant.
I hope your membership doubles as a
result.
Best wishes, Ian Lyall Grant
(Chichester City member)
10th March 2008.
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